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WEIGHTED INEQUALITIES FOR GEOMETRIC MEANS

B. OPIC AND P. GURKA

(Communicated by Andrew M. Bruckner)

Abstract. A characterization of weights u, v is given for which the geometric

mean operator Tf{x) = exp(i ^\nf{t)dt), defined for / positive a.e. on

(0, co), is bounded from LP{{Q, oo); vdx) to L«((0, oo); udx),p e (0, oo)

and q e [p, oo).

1. Introduction

We investigate the inequality

(1.1)

( r expQ l*lnf(t)dt\    u(x)dx\     < C ( H f(x)v(x)dx\  '

where / is positive a.e. on (0, oo), u, v are weights, p e (0, oo), q e [p, oo),

and C is a positive constant independent of /.

If p = q = 1, then (1.1) is the limit case of the well-known Hardy inequality

involving the averaging operator £ J0X f(t) dt, and its characterization was given

by Heinig, Kerman, and Krbec (cf. [3]). If, in addition, u(x) = I =v(x), then
(1.1) holds with C = e (this result is due to Knopp, see, e.g., [2, Theorem

335]).
One can show that an easy modification of ideas used in [3] provides the

following result which generalizes that of [3] (for notation see below).

Theorem. Let p e (0, oo), q e [p, oo), and let u,ve W(0, oo). Then there

exists C e (0, oo) such that the inequality (1.1) holds for all f e LP+ ((0, oo); v)

if and only if there is a > 1 such that

(1.2)

5(a,,,,):=supx(-)/^/;^[exp(l|ln^^)]?^y9<oo.

Moreover, if C is the least constant for which (1.1) holds, then

(1.3) supf^—l-]     B(a,q,p)<C <infe{a-l)/p B(a,q,p).
a>l   V     a     J a>x
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Let us note that some sufficient conditions for weighted inequalities (1.1) to

hold with more general geometric means and with p = q = 1 were found by
Love [4]. His work is a generalization of the paper [1] by Cochran and Lee.

In this paper we suppose that p e (0, oo), q e [p, oo) and we make use

of "the method of differential equations" in order to obtain several types of

conditions which are both necessary and sufficient for (1.1) to hold. In our

method some ideas from [5-7, 3] are employed. Let us point out that "the

method of differential equations" is used here for the first time in the context

of the geometric mean operator. The main result of the paper is formulated as
Theorem 2.1.

Setting g(t) = In f(t), the inequality (1.1) becomes

QT[exp(l^%(0^)    u(x)dx^     <c(J~[expg(x)]pv(x)dx)     ,

which is an exponential-type  inequality involving the averaging operator

x!oS{t)dt.
Throughout the paper we use the following

Notation. By W(0, oo) we denote the set of all weights, i.e., the set of all

functions measurable, positive, and finite almost everywhere on (0, oo). For

p e (0, oo) and v e W(0, oo) we define

Lp+((0, oo); v) := \feW(0, oo); J°° fp(x)v(x)dx < ooj .

The symbol AC((0, oo)) stands for the collection of all functions absolutely
continuous on every compact subinterval [a, b] c (0, oo). Finally, we denote

by F(0, oo) the set of all positive, finite, and measurable functions on (0, oo).

2. The method of differential equations

First, let us formulate the main result of the paper.

Theorem 2.1. Let p e (0, oo), q e [p, oo), u, v e W(0, oo), and

(2.D w(x) = ^e*o(±lXln±-)ds)    forxe(0,oo).

Then the following statements are equivalent:

(i) There exists C e (0, oo) such that the inequality

(1.1)

( j     expfi fXIn f(t)dt\    u(x)dx)     < C ( f°° fp(x)v(x)dx\

holds for all f e Lp+((0, oo); v).
(ii) There is X e (0, oo) such that the differential equation

has a solution y satisfying the conditions

(2.3) y' e ^C((0, oo)),       limsupy(jc) > 0,
x->0+
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and

(2.4) /  y'(t)dt   exists for each x > 0.
Jo

(iii) The number K, defined by

1     rx
(2.5) K:=     inf     sup —^r-— /   w(t) expf(t)dt,

feP{0,oc) X>1 xf(x)J0

is finite.
Moreover, if C is the least constant for which (1.1) holds, then

(2.6) supf^-i^     B(a,q,p)<C<Kx"> < el/qB (l+ ?-, q , p\

where B(a, q, p) is given by (1.2), i.e.,

(2.7) B(a,q,p) = supx^'^ {£ ^^ dt) "' .

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let the assumption of Theorem 2.1 be fulfilled.
The implication (iii) => (ii) follows from

Lemma 2.2. Suppose K < oo. Then, for each X > K, the differential equation

(2.2) has a solution y satisfying (2.3) and (2.4).

Proof. Fix X > K. According to (2.5) there exists / e P(0, oo) such that, for
all x e (0, oo),

(2.8) f(x)>^cfw(t)expf(t)dt.

Define a sequence of functions z„(x), x e (0, oo), by the formulas

(2.9) z0(x) = f(x),

i   rx
(2.10) z„(x) = —      w(t) exp zn_x(t)dt,        n e N.

AX Jo

Obviously, zn(x) > 0 for x > 0, and in view of (2.8) and (2.9) we have

(2.11) /   w(t) exp z0(t) dt < oo   for all x > 0.
Jo

Moreover, according to (2.8) we have

z0(x) - zx(x) = f(x) - tj / w(0 exP /W dt > 0

and, consequently,

1    fx
z„(x) - zn+i(x) = — /   w(t)[exv zn_i(t) - exp zn(t)]dt > 0.

Thus, the sequence {z„} is decreasing on (0, oo), which together with the

positivity of z„ yields the existence of a nonnegative function z on (0, oo),

z(x) = lim z„(x).
n—*oo
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Taking into account (2.11) and applying the monotone convergence theorem,

we obtain from (2.10) that

1    fx
(2.12) z(x) = 1-\   w(t)expz(t)dt,       xe(0,oo).

Xx Jo

This formula implies that z e P(0, oo) n ^C((0, oo)) and z satisfies the dif-

ferential equation

(2.13) X[xz(x)]' = w(x) exp z(x),       x e (0, oo).

For c > 0 define

(2.14) y{x) = P±£zMdt,        x>0.

Then

(2.15) /W = £|jf£^,_z(x)] ,

which implies the first condition in (2.3). Further, by (2.14), y(x) > 0 for
x > 0 small enough, and consequently the second condition in (2.3) is also

satisfied. Moreover, by (2.15),

(2.16) z(X) = l\yW-y>lX)
p [   X

and, hence,

(2.17) [xz(x)]' = -^-xy"(x).
P

Using this identity and (2.13) we obtain that y"(x) < 0, and thus y'(x) is

decreasing on (0,oo). Consequently, f0xy'(t)dt exists for each x > 0, so

(2.4) is true. Finally, (2.17), (2.16), and (2.13) imply that y is a solution of
(2.2) and the lemma is proved.

The following lemma yields (ii) => (i).

Lemma 2.3. Suppose that there is X e (0, oo) such that the differential equation

(2.2) has a solution y satisfying conditions (2.3) and (2.4).  Then, for all f e
Lp+((0,oo);v),

(2.18)

( f°° exp (^ Tin f(t)dt)    u(x)dx)     < Xxl<* ( f°° fp(x)v(x)dx)     .

Proof. Let y be the solution of (2.2) satisfying (2.3) and (2.4). Then we have

(2.19) y(x) >y(x)-limsupy(t)= f y'(t)dt.

Suppose that / e L^.((0, oo); v), and, for x, t e (0, oo), denote

(2.20) <p(x) = -X exp (j/(*))    .

(2.21) g(t) = fp(t)v(t)exp(-y'(t)).
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Then (2.1), (2.21), Jensen's inequality, (2.19), (2.2), and (2.20) imply

exp (- /   ln/(r)^n    u(x)

xw(x)xqlp-xexv(— jXlnv(t)dt\

= w(x)xq'p-x \exp(± j* In g(t)dt) * " exp (± j%'(t) dt)

< w(x)xq'p-' [I j* g(t) rfr]"" exp (^ (*))

Consequently,

(rh(Uo>"m,t')}'uix)dx)'"

i(rm(iog(,),"T'dx)'"
and the Minkowski integral inequality yields

(2.22)
aoo r / i     fx \-\Q \P/Q ,.00 /  r°° \ptq

expf- /   Inf(t)dt)    u(x)dx)     <       g(t) (I    <f>(x)dx)     dt.

Since, according to (2.20),

aoo \ p/q
4>(x)dxj     <Xplqexny'(t) ,

inequality (2.22) together with (2.21) implies (2.18).

The implication (i) =» (iii) is a consequence of (2.6), which follows from the

next two assertions. The proof of Lemma 2.4 relies on the method used in [3].

Lemma 2.4. Suppose p e (0, oo), q e (0, oo). Let there exist C e (0, oo) such

that (1.1) holds for all f e Lp+((0, oo); v). Then, for arbitrary a e (1, oo),

(   a   \l/p
(2.23) B(a,q,p)<i^1j     C.

Proof. Let a € (1, oo). Fix t > 0 and put

(2.24) f(s) = [g(s)/v(s)]xlp,

where

(2.25) g(s) = t-^X{o,t)(s) + ta-^s-aX{t,oo)(s),       s>0,
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and B eR (xe denotes the characteristic function of E). Then

(2.26) QT fp(x)v(x)dx)  P = (^ZT[)  "tW.

In view of (2.24) we have

(2.27) ̂ ^xp(±J\f{s)ds) \(x)dx)

aoo \ 1/9 /   i-oo \ 1/9
[G(x)]q'pz(x)dxj     >{j   [G(x)]qlpz(x)dx)     ,

where

G(x) = exp i - /   In g(s) ds J ,

(2-28) r    t\ fx ° 1    \V/P
z{x)=rp{xj0 lnW)ds)\ u{x)-

If x > t, then, by (2.25) and (2.28),

G(x) = ta-p(e/x)ttexp(-at/x),

and, since exp(-ar/;t) > e~a , we have

G(x) > ta-?x~a   for x > t.

This estimate and (2.27) imply

(2.29)

or h (sjf h/w*)r'"wrfx)'"a "■""" (r ^fa}'"-
Using (2.26) and (2.29) in (1.1), we obtain

and, hence, since * was arbitrary, (2.23) follows.

Lemma 2.5. Let C be the least possible constant in (1.1), let K be defined by
(2.5), and let B(a, q,p) be given by (2.7). Then

(2.30) C<Kx'q <exlqB(l + ?-,q,p\.

Proof, (a) We shall prove the first inequality in (2.30) by contradiction. To this

end, let us assume that Kx/q < C, and choose Ao such that

(2.31) Kxlq<X\jQ<C.

Since K < Xq, the problem (2.2)-(2.4) is solvable for X = Xo due to Lemma

2.2. Moreover, C < X0'Q by Lemma 2.3, which contradicts (2.31).
(b) If 5 := 5(1 + |, q, p) = oo, then the second inequality in (2.30) holds

trivially. Therefore, assume 5 < oo . According to (2.7),

f°° w(t)
Bq = supxW(x),    where W(x) = /    -f1 dt.

x>0 Jx        l
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Thus,

(2.32) xW(x) < Bq < eBq   for all x > 0.

Consequently, putting

eBq
fo{x) = lnxW(x)'        X>°'

we have fo e P(0, oo), and hence

1       fx
(2.33) K<sup—r—      w(t) exp fo(t)dt = eB" sup I(x)(xfo(x))~x,

x>o xjo{x) Jq x>o

where
.. .      fx w(t)   dt
IM = J0 '-TWIT)  fOTX>0-

Integrating by parts and making use of (2.32), we obtain

I(x)< -xlnW(x)+ f lnW(t)dt
Jo

< - x In W(x) + x + x ln(Bq/x) = xf0(x).

This estimate together with (2.33) implies Kxlq < ex/qB, and the proof is

complete.

Example 2.6. Suppose p e (0, oo), q e [p, oo).

(i) Let v e W(0, oo) be such that

/   | lnu(s)| ds < oo   for each x > 0.
Jo

Setting

u(x) = xqlp~x [exp (- fXlnv(t)dt\ for x > 0,

we easily verify that B(a, q, p) = (a - l)~xlq (p/q)x!q for arbitrary a > 1.

Hence we have

b(i + 5.,.,)-i.
Thus, by Theorem 2.1,

(7°°  expfi fX Inf(t)dt)    u(x)dx)

(2-34) / ,00 n Up
<ex/q(       fp(x)v(x)dxj

for all / e L^.((0, oo); v). In particular, choosing v(x) = 1, we obtain that

the inequality

( [°° [exp (- /X ln/(r) dt)}  xq'p~x dx]
(2.35) Uo    L      Wo {} J
K ' /   roo \l//>

<exlq[j    fp(x)dx)
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holds for every / € L+((0, oo)). If, in addition, q = p = 1, then the inequality

(2.35) is that of Knopp (cf. [2, Theorem 335]).
Taking

v(s) = e8(s)   fors>0,

where

/   \g(s)\ds<oo   forallx>0,
Jo

inequality (2.34) turns to

aoc \ l/P
fp(x)eg{x) dx)     .

For example, if g(s) = nBs"~x for 5 > 0, n e N, fS e R, we have that all
feLp+((0,oo); exp(nBxn~x)) satisfy

( f°° exp (- fXIn f(t)dt\    exp (^-Bx"-X) xq'p~x dx\

aoo \l/p
fp(x)exp(nBx"-x)dx\     .

(ii) Let u e W(0, oo) be such that

xln(M(x)x1-"/")e^C((0,oo))

and
lim xln(u(x)xx~q/p)<0.

X-+0+

Taking

v(x) = exv(-^  ^ln(u(x)xx-q'p))    forx>0,

we have B(a,q,p) < (a - l)~xlq(p/q)xlq  for arbitrary a > 1  and, conse-

quently,

B[\ + l,q,p\<\.

Thus, by Theorem 2.1, (2.34) holds for all / e Lp+((0, oo); v).
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